Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis detection of polymorphism in a PCR fragment of sheep epidermal growth factor gene.
The ovine map is not yet well-developed, which represents a problem when looking for markers of a region of interest in sheep. A means of circumventing this is to use comparative mapping. In this study primers were determined using consensus sequences for the epidermal growth factor gene of humans, rats and mice, and an ovine epidermal growth factor gene fragment was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). A new set of specific ovine primers was chosen to study the polymorphism of this DNA fragment by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis. Eighty-four individuals belonging to seven sheep breeds were studied with this technique and four alleles were detected. The heterozygosity rate was 0.57. Family analysis showed mendelian inheritance of the alleles. Usually, genetic analysis of type-I loci used in the comparative mapping is based on the detection of restriction fragment length polymorphisms in sheep DNA using cDNA probes from other species. Our work shows that another method, based on PCR and denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis techniques, can be efficiently used.